Constructing a Galilean refractor based on "Old Discoverer"

facsimile of "Old Discoverer"

Galileo learned of the telescope in the spring of 1609 from a former student, Jacques
Badovere, and by late summer had fabricated a x8 telescope and by late autumn a x20
telescope. Curious to see what Galileo observed, with the telescope he was in later years to
affectionately refer to as "Old Discoverer", I fabricated a similar simple refractor, equipped
with a x13 Galilean ocular, and a x20 Keplerian ocular.
Galileo's x4 telescope had a tube of lead, and his x8 telescope, which he demonstrated to
the Venetian Senate in August 1609, had a tube made of tin plate wrapped in rascia fabric.
The two surviving telescopes on exhibition at the Institute & Museum for the History of
Science in Florence (IMSS) have wooden tubes. "Old Discoverer" has a tube made from
twenty wooden strips glued to paper, formed into a cylinder, and covered in red leather
embossed with gold tooling. Later the preferred material became cardboard, lightweight but
able to provide the necessary rigidity. I decided to make a telescope similar in appearance to
"Old Discoverer" but with telescopic tubes made of cardboard. Cardboard is a quite
serviceable material when handled correctly.
"Old Discoverer" has a plano-convex objective 58mm diameter by 980mm focal length, but
stopped down to 37mm diameter, and a plano-concave ocular 22mm diameter by -47.5mm
focal length. A high school science project kit of telescopic cardboard tubes and lenses was
obtained from Professor Howard Mooers at the University of Minnesota. This formed the
basis of my replica. The objective is equi-convex 50mm diameter by 1000mm focal length,
the Galilean ocular equi-concave 50mm diameter by -75mm focal length, plus an equiconvex Keplerian ocular 50mm diameter by 50mm focal length.

Telescope1609 kit

The kit is advertised on the Telescope1609 website and comprises a main tube 2-inches
inside diameter and a drawtube 2-inches outside diameter, a pair of spacer tubes, a dust cap
and eye lens tube. All the tubes are factory cut and 2.5mm wall thickness. They are strong
enough to be rigid, but as with any cardboard tube, when slid one within another, the
surfaces abrade and produce paper dust. To circumvent this problem I painted the tubes,
inside and out with six coats of shellac.
Shellac is a lacquer made from the crushed carapace of the Cochineal beetle. It is made by
dissolving the shellac flakes in methylated spirit. It can also be purchased in liquid form from
John Mylands. The shellac lacquer is applied liberally with a long handle mop type brush, and
allowed to soak into the cardboard and harden for 24 hours between coats. The whole
process of lacquering the cardboard takes a week. At the end of the process the tubes are
quite stiff and waterproof, and the drawtube maybe readily slid inside the main tube with
just the right modicum of friction, without damage to the mating surfaces.

cardboard tubes sealed with shellac and sprayed flat black

The inside diameter (ID) of the tubes were sprayed matt black, and the dew shield tube C,
spacer tube D, and drawtube E, lined with black flock paper. (Leave paint at least 24 hours to
harden before attempting to insert the drawtube into the main tube).
Lining the ID's of these tubes with flock paper calls for artifice. The two standard techniques
entail either for the flock paper to be cut to width corresponding to the inside circumference
and then pushed inside with the long sides butting, or for the flock paper to be cut into strips
and glued in place separately. Both techniques work satisfactorily for short tubes but not
long, narrow tubes. The technique I employ is to make a core tube whose outside diameter
(OD) just fits inside the ID of the tube to be lined, when the flock paper is wrapped around
it.
To obtain the exact width measure the tube ID with vernier calipers and then cut out a disc
from poster board using a circle cutter. Mark a radius and then wheel it along the flock paper
backing one turn, and mark off the width. Do this in three places along the length, both ends
and the middle, and mark off a straight line, and cut out with fabric shears. It is best to
make the length a little oversize because it is easier trimming the ends with a craft knife
after it is fitted, rather than attempting to get the length to size.
I made my core from a kitchen towel tube, which was also soaked in shellac so as to stiffen
it. Wrap the flock paper around the core, butting the long ends together and sticking them
down with gum arabic paper tape. The trick is to start at one end and steadily feed in the
flock paper tube whilst withdrawing the core, taping the butted sides together as you go,
until the flock paper liner is fully fed in. The free end can then be glued in place. No glue is
required other than the free end. Once the glue is dried, trim the excess with a craft knife.
This technique produces a very neat liner with no overlapping seam, and no wrinkles.
Because the liner is not glued to the entire length of the tube, it remains a correct fit
regardless of the temperature and humidity, which causes the tube length and OD to alter.
It is important to prevent stray light getting into the ocular. This is of particular importance

when observing Venus in daylight. I made a baffle tube that fits into the objective end of the
drawtube. This was also made using a kitchen roll core, with four baffle rings cut from poster
board, separated by flock paper spacer tubes, each glued in situ using UHU adhesive. The
baffle rings are sized to be a tight sliding fit within the core so as to add rigidity. The core is
then covered in gum arabic paper tape to increase its OD so it becomes a tight sliding fit
inside the drawtube. The flock liner inside the ocular end of the drawtube is sized to butt up
behind the baffle tube.
The Galilean eye tube cannot be fitted with a field stop because the exit pupil of the Galilean
telescope is virtual (imaginary) and lies roughly 75mm in front of the eye lens. However it is
important to black the edge of all the lenses before they are fitted. I used acrylic matt black
paint obtained from an artist's suppliers. I don't recommend gluing the lens spacer tubes in
situ. Better to make them secure fits using gum arabic paper tape, so, should the lenses
require cleaning, they may be removed.
The Keplerian eye lens can be fitted with a field stop, because the Keplerian refractor
produces a real exit pupil almost the eye lens focal length behind. The eye is placed at an
eye stop and the field edge is defined by a field stop located at the objective's focal plane.
The field stop needs to be placed within the eye tube 2-inches in front of the eye lens, and
the eye lens is placed 2-inches in front of the eye stop. The kit has a spacer tube D, for this
purpose. My field stop was also glued to the end of another 2-inch spacer tube made from
three toilet roll cores nested together and made rigid with shellac.

fabricating field stops and spacers

You will have to be exceedingly careful when trepanning out the field stop. The eye lens is
50mm focal length which means it magnifies 5x (the objective is 1000mm focal length and
magnifies 4x - giving a total power of x20). Every minute burr or hair left on the side of the
hole cut out of the poster board is magnified 5x . There is a technique to cutting out the
discs using a circle cutter. First of all you need the right type of poster board. I recommend
Daler-Rowney black poster board, available from graphic arts shops such as Granthams. You
also need a cutting pad. Set the cutting radius to the eye tube ID using engineer's vernier
calipers, and make sure the circle cutter lock screw is well tightened. Start with the poster

board white face up, and trepan the OD part way through using continuous sweeping
motions of the cutter with the force continually applied down on the centre point and at the
same time down on the blade without taking your index finger and thumb off the centre
spindle (do not press down on the blade end of the cutter - let the blade do the cutting
under the force applied from the spindle). With a little practice you will be able to make a
complete rotation without relaxing your grip or the applied force. Four or five rotations will
cut about half way through the poster board, or a little more. Do not attempt to cut all the
way through because the circle cutter blade is not long enough, or stiff enough to keep the
edge square.
Turn the poster board over, pick up the centre point, and cut through from the black face. Do
not pop the disc out of the poster board. Turn it back over, white face up, and trepan out the
centre, set to 0.5-inch radius, using the same technique. The field stop may now be popped
out and the edges cleaned up by running an index finger around the circumference. Make
sure both edges are square and clean with no frayed bits. If there are any frayed bits, begin
again. Don't be tempted to tidy it up, you will be wasting your time.
Glue the stop in place at the end of the spacer tube and when set, paint the edges and white
face with Humbrol matt black model paint. Allow ample time for the paint to dry, at least 24
hours.
The sliding fit of the eye tube and dust cover tube, if it be loose, may be secured using gum
arabic paper tape applied to the end of the tube ID.
I lined the main tube, dust cover tube and eye lens tubes with red leatherette. This can be a
tricky job, made all the simpler by again using a marking out disc to gauge the correct width.
Measure up the main tube OD with engineer's calipers and cut out a disc to match. Use this
as your width template by marking a radius and rolling it out along the cloth at either end
and in the middle. Mark off the line and cut using fabric shears. Again, make the cloth
slightly longer than needs be so you can trim off the excess with a craft knife afterwards.
Lay your rectangle of leatherette cloth backing face up and spray with carpet tile glue. Allow
two or three minutes for the glue to go tacky, and then transfer it to clean work surface,
glued face up. Carefully place the main tube along the length, ensuring it is dead parallel,
and roll the tube towards you, rolling the fabric around as you proceed. Just before you
reach the end butt both edges and roll them together. If you don't get the desired fit, you
have a minute to unpeel it and try again. The idea is to get a straight gapless seam with no
overlaps.
The leatherette covering may be decorated with gold decals. Peel off stickers; lines and
chains, zig-zags, and Sun & Moon and stars can be obtained from Granthams, or on-line
from Lainesworld. Handle them with a long bladed craft knife.

peel-off Sun & Moon stickers

completed replica of "Old Discoverer"

What it it like, using a Galilean telescope?
The Galilean telescope has its eye lens before the focal plane of the objective. The image of
the entrance pupil (the objective) lies in front of the eye lens (by nearly the eye lens focal
length) where you cannot place your eye. This means, in effect, the exit pupil forms a
porthole into which you have to peer. There is a central portion to the field of view, and a
vignetted outer periphery, the width of which depends on the size of your eye pupil. The
closer you can get your eye behind the eye lens, the wider the field of view. The edge of the
field is blurred because your eye is focussed to infinity, but the exit pupil lies only a short
distance from your eye. In low power Opera Glasses, when you are very young and have
something like 12 Dioptres visual accommodation amplitude you can focus both the image
and the exit pupil. In middle age, when due to Presbyopia you have little accommodation
amplitude, the field edge is blurred, and there is nothing you can do about it. Wearing
correction spectacles makes the field smaller because your eye lies further behind the eye
lens.
The facsimile of "Old Discoverer" has a central field of view (fov) 16'arc and a total fov 21'arc
@ 1mm eye pupil increasing to 44'arc @ 6mm eye pupil. The Keplerian eye lens gives a fov
130'arc.

Galileo's telescope had a central fov 9'arc and a total fov 14'arc @ 1mm eye pupil increasing
to 49'arc @ 8mm eye pupil.

On August 24th I observed Jupiter, the Moon, and Mizar, using the Galilean eye lens. I could
clearly see the Galilean Moons, Ganymede & Europa on the left (east) and Io and Callisto on
the right (west), and a field star at 7 o'clock (south-east). I began observing Jupiter at dusk
when Io was quite close to the disc. All the satellites fitted within the fov.

Mizar and Alcor fitted within the fov, and appeared quite sharp. I could not resolve Mizar
itself. Both stars looked point-like.

On August 25th just after midnight the waning crescent Moon, a day past Last Quarter,
observed an hour after Moonrise, just fitted within the fov, corresponding to an eye pupil of
3mm. Eratosthenes could be seen on the terminator and Copernicus just within it.

On September 1st at dusk, I again observed Jupiter. I could see Ganymede and Callisto to
the east, but Io and Europa could not be seen.

On September 2nd at sunrise, I projected the solar disc using the x13 Galilean eye lens.
Verifying that the Galilean telescope can indeed be used in projection. The eye lens is slid a
little further out, just as in the Keplerian telescope. The solar disc was free of sunspots, an
ideal Aristotelian disc.

On September 4th I could see all four Galilean satellites, Callisto and Europa to the east and
a field star about twice the distance of Callisto and slightly south of the ecliptic, and Io and
Ganymede to the west. I also had another go at Mizar, and succeeded in splitting it.

Chromatic aberration of the system is minimal, as is spherical aberration. Images of the
Moon, Jupiter, and Mizar & Alcor were crisp and almost colour free. There was slight blue
fringing to the limb of the Moon. Colour error was slightly greater in the Keplerian eye lens
than the Galilean.
The Keplerian eye lens yielded the sharpest image. The field stop was tinged with violet light
owing to under-correction, but the wider fov made it much easier to point and hold on an
object.
The reason why the colour error is not manifest is because to resolve the Airy disc requires a
magnification of about x2/mm aperture, and at x13 it is only x0.26/mm or about 1/7.5 as
much. Multiplying the Airy disc shown in the Zemax spot diagram by 7.5 and taking the ratio
between that value and the axial geometric blur size, gives the ratio between the red/blue
blur and the Airy disc size as 1.9. Conrady's ratio for the limit of good colour correction
between red/blue blur and the Airy disc size is 2. So it is not perhaps so surprising that the
x13 Galilean image appears achromatic even though it isn't. Doing the same for the x20
Keplerian gives a ratio of 3.5, which is bigger than the Conrady limit, but still fairly modest.
It is roughly equivalent to a 5-inch f/15 Fraunhofer doublet at x250.
Longitudinal color is almost entirely due to the objective, although the negative Galilean
eyepiece does slightly diminish color and the Keplerian increases it slightly. Lateral colour
error is roughly identical in both configurations allowing for the magnification difference. I
think the principal reason for the differences in image sharpness and color theoretically stem
just from the difference in magnification.
The Galilean telescope exhibits marked barrel distortion despite its restricted apparent field
of view, whereas, despite its far wider apparent field of view, the Keplerian telescope exhibits
only modest pincushion distortion.
Petzval curvature in the Galilean is negative and modest, meaning the focal plane is concave
to the observer. Petzval curvature in the Keplerian is slightly greater and positive, meaning
the focal plane is convex to the observer.
Spherical error in either eye lens is negligible, almost all the spherical error of the telescope
arises from the objective. Coma is also negligible. The Galilean exhibits negative
astigmatism, i.e. the image flares inwards, and is roughly half the positive astigmatism of
the Keplerian.
Doing the same calculation for Galileo's "Old Discoverer", the magnification is x20.6 or about
x0.56/mm (the objective is stopped down to 37mm) or about 1/3.6 as much as the x2/mm
magnification needed to resolve the Airy disc. Multiplying the Airy disc shown in the Zemax
spot diagram for "Old Discoverer" by 3.6 and taking the ratio between that value and the
axial geometric blur size, gives the ratio between the red/blue blur and the Airy disc size as
2.4. A little greater than the Conrady limit, yet nonetheless a slightly better equivalent colour
correction to a 5-inch f/15 Fraunhofer doublet at x250.

For those interested in the geometric optical principles of the Galilean telescope:

Replica of "Old Discoverer" Galilean
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tube A (150mm)
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1) Lens edges to be flat blacked

BILL of MATERIALS

2) Lens caps to be flat blacked

tube A dust cap - length 150mm

3) Unflocked tube ID's to be flat blacked

tube B eye lens holder - length 150mm

4) Drawtube E to be wrapped in green marbled waterproof paper

tube C outer OG retainer - length 150mm

5) Body tube F & dust cap A to be wrapped in red leather

tube D inner OG retainer - length 75mm

6) ID of drawtube to be lined with black flocking

tube E draw tube - length 580mm

7) ID of body tube to be lined with black flocking as per dimensions

tube F body tube - length 602mm

8) ID of dew shade C to be lined with black flocking & OD wrapped in green marbled waterproof paper

tube G eye lens retainer - length 50mm
object lens double convex 50mm x 1000mm L1918
eye lens double concave 50mm x -75mm L1962
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"Old Discoverer" - Galilean eyepiece assy details
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Replica of "Old Discoverer" Keplerian
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NOTES:

tube F (602mm)
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field stop & spacer H (50mm)
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1) Lens edges to be flat blacked

tube A dust cap - length 150mm

2) Lens caps to be flat blacked

tube B eye lens holder - length 150mm

3) Unflocked tube ID's to be flat blacked

tube C outer OG retainer - length 150mm

4) Drawtube E to be wrapped in green marbled waterproof paper

tube D inner OG retainer - length 75mm

5) Body tube F & dust cap A to be wrapped in red leather

tube E draw tube - length 580mm

6) ID of drawtube to be lined with black flocking

tube F body tube - length 602mm

7) ID of body tube to be lined with black flocking as per dimensions
8) ID of dew shade C to be lined with black flocking & OD wrapped in green marbled waterproof paper
9) fit field stop & baffle as shown

tube G eye lens retainer - length 50mm
tube H field stop tube - length 50mm
field stop 18mm ID
baffle 32.3mm ID
object lens double convex 50mm x 1000mm L1918
eye lens double convex 50mm x 50mm L1911
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"Old Discoverer" - OG & Keplerian eyepiece assy details
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Xemax model of Galileo's "Old Discoverer"
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Xemax model of replica of "Old Discoverer"
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Galilean spot diagram
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